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The Secondary Roads of Potaissa. Case Study: A new Road
Segment from Livadă-Valea Agrișului-Iara (Cluj County)*
Horațiu Cociș, Paul Chiorean, Ciprian Ciobanu

Abstract: The article presents the results of a field research performed west of Potaissa (Turda, Cluj County),
started largely in order to verify the existence of a Roman settlement that a local inhabitant has signaled to the
specialists of the History Museum in Turda. The identification of the settlement and especially the research
of the area in its proximity have led to the identification of a new Roman secondary road and of other Roman
settlements and structures, among which one can mention an almost entirely destroyed Roman bridge. Another
bridge, near the settlement of Iara, that has been known since the beginning of the 1980s, could finally be put in
context and related to the western network of secondary roads of the Roman city of Potaissa.
Keywords: Roman road, Roman bridge, Potaissa, topographic survey, photogrammetry.

The legionary fort in Potaissa has represented and still represents a key point in the archaeological
research of military installations in the intra-Carpathian Dacia1. Monographs of high academic standard
have been recently published on the topic2 and the site has been systematically researched since the
1970s3. Besides the research of the military elements of Potaissa, specialists have also performed studies
related to the landscape of the settlement and of the fortress, thus setting a theoretical extension of what
we usually label as territorium Potaissae4. A series of field researches have been recently performed for
the exact mapping of the rural settlements around Potaissa5. At the same time, parallel to these research
directions, another element of the mentioned landscape was relatively intensely researched and debated,
i.e. the roads connecting Potaissa with the rest of the province6; such studies have led to the identification of both imperial roads7 and secondary roads in close proximity of the Roman settlement8.
The present study is to be included in the series of researches aimed at identifying on-site the
physical elements attributed to the Roman landscape in the proximity of Potaissa; in this case the
main topic is the identification of a new segment of a secondary road located west of the Roman
center. Following the information provided by a local inhabitant9 we have identified a new Roman
settlement between the present-day settlements of Livada (in the municipality of Petreștii de Jos,
Cluj County) and Agrișului Valley (in the municipality ofIara, Cluj County); extending the research
around the settlement we have discovered the traces of a Roman road and its research has led to the
discovery of three other sites that can be attributed to the Roman Era and of the traces of a previously unknown bridge dated to the same period. This field research has allowed us not only to map the
mentioned road segment, the bridge, and the spots with novel Roman pottery discoveries, but also to
contextualize the Roman bridge from Iara that has been known since the end of the last century, both
to the locals and to some of the specialists, but that has never been included so far in a specialized
study. Besides mapping the archaeological spots per se, during our field documentation we have also
*
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English translation: Ana M. Gruia.
See especially Bărbulescu et al. 1978, 5–15; Bărbulescu 1980, 259–264; Bărbulescu 1987; Bărbulescu 1990, 821–831;
Bărbulescu 1991, 22–30; Bărbulescu 1994, 195–214; Bărbulescu 1997.
Nemeti, Nemeti 2017.
See Laudatio in Nemeti et al.2007, 8.
Nemetiet al. 2003, 69–75; Fodorean 2011, 121–134; Fodorean 2013 (under print); Cociș 2015, 58–66.
Chiorean 2016, BA thesis, unpublished.
See especially Fodorean 2006, 120–170.
Ursuț et al. 1980, 441–446; Ursuț, Petrică 1982, 591–592; Winkler 1982, 587–589; Ursuț 1997, 605–608; Fodorean
2006, 120–162.
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employed topographic surveys performed with a high precision RTK GPS10 and 3D photo scanning in
order to accurately render the road and the better preserved structures. We shall discuss below the
identified elements.

The road
The road segment was identified over a length of 13.04 km (8.8 Roman miles), recording 298 GPS
points along this distance. (see Pl. 1–7). It was generally oriented north-east to south-west. The identification started at the intersection between road 107 L and the road leading towards the settlement of
Livada, on a spot where the remains of the Roman road were visible ca. 20 m away from the intersection. The road is visible down to the center of the settlement, with some strongly affected areas due
to the fact that this segment is rather circulated in the present. This segment of the road is parallel
to “Valea Livezii”.In the central area of the settlement the road has been completely destroyed, but
it becomes visible again leaving the settlement, on the current north-western road leading towards
Agrișului Valley. As the area is intensely agricultural, the route of the road is hardly perceptible, as it
has been destroyed by the rather intense present-day circulation of heavy vehicles. Local data have
indicated the fact that the modern road that overlaps the Roman structure has been built in the beginning of the 1990s, when large quantities of stone have been removed. Still, a segment of ca. 30 m
identified in the proximity of Agrișului Valley has been spared subsequent interventions and we could
observe both the (intact) culverts (umbones) and the pavement (pavimentum). Then, the road could be
identified both to the place where it entered Agrișului Valley and to where it exited the settlement,
as it is rather visible. It is also currently in use and displays traces of modern interventions. Almost
in the center of the settlement the road crosses Valea Agrișului Creek. In this crossing point we have
identified the traces of a bridge (to be discussed below). When the road exits the settlement, it runs
relatively parallel to the present-day road that leads towards the settlement of Iara; both roads are
parallel for about 2.6 km to Pârâul Caprei, a northern effluent of Valea Ierii. Over this segment, for a
length of 24 m, the Roman road is perfectly visible on both sides and its pavement is almost intact. On
the same spot, a river bank slide allowed us to observe the substructure of the road.
On the territory of the settlement of Iara the road is fully destroyed; we only followed it to the
northern edge of the settlement and further on it has been probably destroyed by the construction of
the houses and the creation of the gardens. The structure of the road becomes visible again south of
the settlement, after Valea Ierii Creek, and this theoretically presumes the existence of a bridge there,
but we were unable to identify it. This part of the road is barely noticeable, as it has been constantly
destroyed by intensive agricultural works in the area. The road follows the parallel route of Pârăului
Furcilor and crosses it at some point. A Roman bridge has been signaled in this crossing point ever
since the 1980s. On the surface of the bridge, the structure of the road is relatively visible. We shall
discuss the bridge per se in the following pages.
From this spot the road meanders along the gentle slopes of some hills, subsequently running
along their ridges. We have identified the road until the area of the clay quarry, where exploitations
and landslides have destroyed it completely. Theoretically, the road could have only continued to the
south, descending to the settlement of Ocolișel and from there to the east, towards Buru, where it
probably intersected the Potaissa-Buru-Iara-Băișoara secondary road11. It is very likely that the two
roads also intersected in the area of Iara. The missing part of the road from the northern part can be
approximated as running towards Petreștii de Jos and intersecting the Potaissa-Săndulești-Petreștii de
Jos-Petreștii de Sus-Borzești-MăguraIerii road12.
Where the preservation state of the structure allowed it, we have taken measurements in order
to collect technical data on its dimensions and manner of construction. In two spots we have also performed 3D scans. Thus, where the road is intact and both culverts visible, it measurs 4.40 m in width;
in some areas, the width varies between 3.80 and 3.90 m. In general, the preserved height of the culverts measures 15–20 cmfrom the pavimentum. Regarding the succession of component layers and the
10
11
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GPS RTK provided by the National History Museum of Transylvania.
Fodorean 2006, 167–169.
Rep. Cj. 73, 310–311; Fodorean 2006, 168.
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technical characteristics13, this road segment consisted of two layers: the lower one with large river
rocks and the upper one with smaller river rocks mixed with gravel. Pieces of limestone are sometimes
visible. The road has water drainage culverts on both sides, made through a mixed technique using
river rocks placed on their edges and in some places also blocks of cut limestone fromSăndulești. The
road was not built with an embankment, but appears as a flat strip.
The geographic bearings including this road segment belong to the geographic unit known as the
Gilău-Muntele Mare Massif, a mainly calcareous massif14. The entire route of the road follows closely
the system of valleys and the hydrographic basin, as the slopes are very gentle. No part of the road is
located on high terraces except for the last part that adapts to the relief and follows the gentles ridge
road.
From a typological perspective, the road can be included in what F. Fodorean believes to be the type
of secondary roads15, as it is an annex, limitrophe road, with a certain economical function acquired in
time16. In our opinion, this road must be connected to the limestone exploitation in Săndulești. Latin
terminology, especially in Ulpianusand Sicculus Flaccus, features the term viae vicinales (local roads),
a category that most likely includes the road under discussion. For Ulpianus, viae vicinales were the
roads connecting different vici; when such roads were built out of personal funds, they became viae
privatae17(itineraque privata).According to Sicculus Flaccus, and maybe closer to the situation at hand,
these viaevicinales fell under the jurisdiction of local communities, but they were ramifications of more
significant viae publicae, as both their ends were connected to such roads18.

Fig 1. a-b. 3D photo scanning of the road (textured).

The settlements / spots with Roman discoveries along the road
The on-site research of the roadways is not the only approach employed. Besides identifying the
road’s route we have checked, where possible, the areas near the road, especially the freshly plowed
agricultural plots. Thus, along the route of the Roman road we have identified four spots with Roman
discoveries, consisting especially of pottery (see Pl. 8–11).
The first such spot is located ca. 60 m from the road, in the place called Coasta Lată, an extensive
agricultural area. A high concentration of pottery fragments became apparent ca. 60 m north of the
ancient road. Among the fragments one can mention amphora handles, bowls, and different types
of cooking pots. In some areas one can note high concentrations of adobe, mortar, stones and slabs
turned over by plowing. The on-site pottery distribution was observed over an area of 2.6 ha. The same
spot has revealed pottery dated to the First Iron Age (Hallstatt) and processed obsidian blades.
13
14
15
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See especially Fodorean 2001, 60–76.
Pop 2006, 184.
In the same category as the Potaissa-Alburnus Maior, Napoca-Dej, Napoca-Bologa or Potaissa-Băișoara sectors, to mention
but a few examples.
Fodorean 2004, 66.
Ulpianus, Digestae, II, 22.
Sicculus Flaccus, De condicionibus agrorum, 124. See Laurence 1999, 59.
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The second spot is located 900 m away from the first (the distance has been measured along the
Roman road) and ca. 50 m from the road. In the freshly plowed soil we have identified the traces of a
wall destroyed by plowing, stones connected with mortar, and Roman pottery spread around the wall.
The distribution of the pottery material and of the wall stones covered an area of ca. 0.5 ha.
The third spot, located 525 m south of the second, was identified in the built-up territory of
Agrișului Valley, only 70 m away from the bridge ruins. In the freshly plowed gardens we found Roman
and modern pottery fragments. Roman pottery was spread over an area of ca. 0.3 ha. No traces of
masonry or dislodged stones were observed.
Finally, the last spot along the road was identified outside the built-up area of the settlement of
Iara, 5.08 km from the previous spot. Only a few Roman pottery fragments were discovered in the
fourth spot, because after each plowing the local inhabitants gather them and throw them along the
creek. The relative extent of this area is of 0.07 ha. The spot is located right on the edge of the road,
ca. 1 km from the second bridge. We mention the fact that the spot called Groapa Papi, in the range of
the settlement of Iara, has revealed during the past decades traces of masonry, tegulae mammatae and
Roman-type pottery; two Roman coins were found on the territory of the settlement, one denarius
issued by Severus Alexander and probably anaes issued by Plotina19. We did not manage to identify
this spot on-site. In fact, a Roman-Era settlement certainly existed along the route of this road, maybe
at the intersection of the road that we have identified with the one leading towards Băișoara. One
must mention the fact that pottery fragments were also identified sporadically along the rest of the
route, some found on the road, others near it, but they showed low concentrations. Several fragments
were also identified near the second bridge, only a couple of meters away from it.
These spots with discoveries are not isolated to the western areal of Potaissa and discoveries
along the route of secondary roads are not isolated cases. The neighboring sector, Potaissa-Buru-IaraBăișoara, is rather rich in discoveries made along the route of the road. Mining tools and burnt oil
lamps were found in Băișoara and they have been connected to the gold mining activities in the area20.
The discoveries made in Iara have been mentioned above. Gold exploitations are also mentioned in
Surduc21 and Făgetul Ierii22.
A series of discoveries were also made along the road connecting Săndulești and Măgura Ierii that
intersects and runs relatively parallel to the road under focus in the present article. The perimeter of
the settlement of Săndulești is known since the 19th century for its richness in Roman artifacts, especially those connected to quarry stone exploitation; the existence of a settlement in the area is more
than likely23. Further along the route, three spots with Roman finds have been signaled in Petreștii de
Jos; they have revealed building substructures, coins24, and a rich pottery material25. The next spot
with discoveries is in Petreștii de Mijloc where a Roman plough coulter and cut stone blocks were
identified26. In Petreștii de Sus there are two spots with Roman discoveries, one of which has revealed
traces of masonry, bricks, tegulae, and a rich pottery material27. The final spot with certain discoveries along this road sector is to be found in Borzești, where a coin issued by Antoninus Pius was
found28. The structures identified on-site and repertoriedcan vary from simple vici to villae rusticae,
stationes, mansiones, or mutationes29, but without clear archaeological contexts, their typological identification remains purely speculative. We nevertheless agree that the settlements in this area must be

19
20

21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29

Winkler, Hopârtean 1978, 19; Rep. Cj., 236–237; Tudor 1968, 202; Fodorean 2006, 168.
Téglás 1898, 432; TIR L34, 34; Tudor 1968, 202; Ferenczi 1974, 38; Sîntimbreanu, Wollmann 1974, 259; Fodorean 2006,
168.
Téglás 1898, 432; Tudor 1968, 202; Ferenczi 1974, 38.
Téglás 1898, 432; Tudor 1968, 202; Ferenczi 1974, 38; TIR L34, 58.
Téglás 1889, 289–295; Orbán 1889, 51; Téglás 1898, 121; Christescu 1929, 39–42; Daicoviciu 1945, 135; Macrea 1969,
308; Winkler, Hopârtean 1973, 125, nr. 4–5; 126, nr. 6/1–4; Wollmann 1973, 308; Wollmann 1996, 270; Bărbulescu
1987, 50, 85–86; Bărbulescu 1994, 105–106; Rep. Cj., 338–341; Popa 2002, nr. 552.
Winkler, Hopârtean 1973, 131, nr.13/1.
Orosz 1903, 756; Roska 1942, 154; Tudor 1968, 218; TIR L34, 89; Ferenczi 1972, 397; Rep. Cj. 308; Popa 2002, nr. 474.
Ferenczi 1974, 39.
TIR L34, 89; Ferenczi 1974, 38; Mitrofan 1974, 45; Lazarovici, Kalmar 1986, 739; Rep. Cj., 311; Popa 2002, nr. 476.
Winkler, Hopârtean 1973, 125, nr.3; Rep. Cj., 73.
See for example Mezzolani 1992, 104–114; Black 1995; Kolb 2000 but especially Lemcke 2016.
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connected to the exploitation of gold30 and limestone and that the settlements identified on-site probably belonged to miners active in this area.

The bridges
We have previously mentioned the fact that two bridges were identified on the road segment
under analysis. The northern one, located almost in the center of the settlement of Valea Agrișului has
been almost completely destroyed by subsequent interventions (see Pl. 12). A drain tube was introduced during the Communist Period, destroying the ancient structure. One can nowadays observe
the culvert of the road passing above the bridge and elements of the bridge’s arch. The approximate
dimensions of the bridge are ~ 6 × ~4 × ~ 2.5 m. Processed stone blocks are scattered around the structure, mainly in the river bed.
The second bridge (see Pl. 13–15), localized between the settlements of Cacova Ierii, Iara, and
Făgetul Ierii, though relatively unknown in specializedliterature, has not yet been the focus of any
study, so its contextualization and functionality have not been determined exactly31. After clearing the
north-western facade, we were able to collect exact data on how the bridge was constructed and on its
dimensions. We also performed a series of topographic surveys, 3D photo scans and a sketch to scale
in order to document the exact technical details of the structure.
The structure of the bridge was constructed in the opus incertum technique and the arch itself consists of made of slabs placed sideways, leading to a simple arch, imitating the opus testaceum technique
in a rather rustic manner32. The calculated length of the bridge measures 11 m and the opening of the
arch measures 4.20 m, with a constant width of ~0.7 m measured from the keystone. The upper part
of the structure has been strongly affected; the surface from the arch to the pavement is covered with
thick vegetation and earth. Still, its approximate dimension is ~90 cm. In other parts of the structure,
the dimensions vary between 1 and 0.6 m, as the pavement was naturally lower at the extremities of
the arch. The north-western side of the bridge displays the traces of a heightened edge that starts from
the road culvert.

Fig. 2. Digital Surface Model of the bridge (the pavement area)33.

The substructure of the bridge was strongly affected by repeated clogging, discarded wastes, and
a continuous disintegration process due to the fact that until now the bridge has been (and still is)
used by both pedestrians and heavy machinery. Unfortunately, due to the abundant vegetation and
the marsh formed at the base of the arch, we were unable to research the south-western profile of the
bridge. The lower voussoirs are not visible due to clogging, and neither are the side abutments.
30
31

32

33

Timoc 2008, 96–106.
Alexandru Găvruș signaled the existence of the bridge in Gazeta de Cluj newspaper, on May 8th 2017. According to the
mentioned source, the locals were well aware of the structure of the bridge. See http://gazetadecluj.ro/pod-roman-dinjudetul-cluj-construit-secolul-ii-lasat-paragina-secolul-xxi/.
See especially O’Connor 1994, 163–175; for monumental structures see Galliazzo 2004, 9–23. Robertson 1943, 231;
Babic 2013, 61–72.
For a F.E.M 3D analysis applied to a Roman bridge see especially Frunzio et al. 2001, 591–598.
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In our opinion, the chronological identification of the bridge must be made taking into account
its manner of construction and European analogies. In all probability, the bridge dates to the Roman
Era (though one cannot indicate with more precision the chronological interval of its construction
anduse) and was directly connected to the system of secondary roads (viae vicinales) west of Potaissa,
that connected the rural settlements with the exploitation areas and, further on, with the larger
Roman centers in the area. Close analogies can be found among the 800 known examples of singlearched Roman bridges from Europe34. In order to enumerate several bridges that are extremely similar
to the one in Iara (see Plate 16), we can mention here Ponte di Pierre (Rome)35, The Cornish Bridge
(Britannia)36, Jabalón (Hispania)37, Ponte di San Brancato (Sicilia)38 orCatribana (Hispania)39. In intraCarpathian Dacia the identification and research of the small bridges from the rural areas is extremely
low40. Still, one piece of epigraphic information from Apulum mentions the construction of a bridge
(of unknown type). The structure had been paid for by Caius Iulius Frontonianus, decurio coloniae
Apulensis, veteran of the Fifth Macedonica Legion and former beneficiarius consularis, sometime during
the reign of Commodus41.
Apol[l]iniDianae / et Letoceterisque / dis deab[us]q(ue) / loci salutar[ib]us ex / imperionumi[n]is
C(aius) Iul(ius) / Frontonia[nu]s vet(eranus) / leg(ionis) V M(acedonicae) p(iae) e[x b(ene)f(iciario)
co(n)s(ularis)] / dec(urio) col(oniae) Apul(ensis) pr[o se et] / suisp(ecunia) s(ua) pontem / exstruxit.42

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Galliazzo 1994, 2.
Pl. XVI a.
Pl. XVI b.
Espadas Pavón, Maleno 2008, 283–297.
Pl. XVI d.
Pl. XVI b.
See for example Neigebaur 1851, 200; Balász 1889, 45. 52–53; Marțian 1921, 25; Fodorean 2011a, 143–147.
See the comments in IDR/5, 32–33.
AÉ 1980, 735 = IDR III/5, nr. 36; Piso et al. 2016, 468.
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Fig. 3. The inscription of CaiusIuliusFrontonianus (taken from IDR III/5, no. 36).

Through the road and settlements identified on-site west of Potaissa we have tried to complete, as
much as possible, the rural landscapeof this important military and civilian center, but especially to
contextualize these discoveries, to relate them to the rest of the finds from the researched area, taking
one step forwards in the mapping of the network of secondary roads in this limitrophe sector of Dacia.
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a

b

Plate 1. Location of the secondary road segment (a). Documentation type (b).
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a
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Plate 2. State of preservation (a). Roman settlements/structures (Heat Map of the potsherds) and the surveyed
areas (b); from east to west: Coasta Mare settlement, 2nd spot, 3rd spot and 4th spot.
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Plate 3. Altimetric profiles and the location of the road.
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Plate 4. Photos of the Roman road (1).
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Plate 5. Photos of the Roman road (2).
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Plate 6. Photos of the Roman road (3).
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Plate 7. Photos of the Roman road (4).
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a
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Plate 8. Proximity relations of the settlements/structures with the road (Coasta Mare-a and the 2nd spot-b).
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Plate 9. Proximity relations of the settlements/structures with the road (3rd-a and 4th-b spots).
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Plate 10. Pottery from the Roman settlement of Coasta Mare.
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Plate 11. Roman pottery from the 2nd (a), the 3rd and the 4th find spots.
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Plate 12. The first (destroyed) bridges.
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Plate 13. Iara Roman bridge (1).
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Plate 14. Iara Roman bridge (2).
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Plate 15. Iara Roman bridge. 3D photo scan and drawing.
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Plate 16. Bridge analogies: Ponte di Pierre (a), Catribana (b), The Cornish
Bridge (c), Ponte din San Branccato (d), Jabalón (e).
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Plate 17. Secondary roads system west of Potaissa in its archaeological landscape settings.
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